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Introduction 

 

Bill … butted in with the comment that there was no such thing as purely 

reproductive recollection…. that the reputations of the remembered dead, from the 

insignificant mannikin to the most illustrious subject, underwent a change from the 

very moment of departure. Temporal existence ended, the imaginative faculty of 

posterity took over. The man who had died in battle, or in the pursuance of some 

purely personal goal, instantly became the brave hero who had perished for the glory 

of his country.1  

 

In this passage from Beryl Bainbridge’s 1991 novel The Birthday Boys, Robert Falcon Scott, 

leader of the Terra Nova Antarctic expedition, recalls the reflections of his fellow explorer 

and friend, the naturalist and physician Edward “Bill” Wilson. The conversation occurs while 

the men are together in a tent during a depot-laying expedition in March 1911. Lawrence 

“Titus” Oates and Apsley Cherry-Garrard listen in on the exchange, which is broken by the 

entrance of Henry “Birdie” Bowers. Readers of Bainbridge’s novel, well aware of the fate of 

the historical Scott and his polar party, including Wilson, Oates and Bowers, would recognize 

multiple ironies in this scenario. When Scott and the other men died in or near a similar tent 

in March 1912, their reputations were indeed subject to exactly the process described in these 

lines. However, these words are themselves a recollection: whatever Bill said is transmitted 

and potentially distorted in Scott’s reproduction. Moreover, the whole passage is spoken by 

literary characters – Bainbridge’s fictionalised versions of the historical explorers – and the 

narrative of which they are a part is itself an example of “the imaginative faculty of posterity” 

– although a posterity that has moved beyond the celebration of polar heroes to a more 

complex and contested process of revision and remembrance. Occurring almost exactly half-

way through the novel, this metafictional moment is the closest Bainbridge (one of the best-

 
1 Bainbridge, The Birthday Boys, 96. 
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known twentieth-century British writers of literary historical novels) comes in The Birthday 

Boys to an explicit comment on the complex relationship between literature and history.  

 This chapter investigates the ways in which Anglophone writers have used fiction to 

explore, unpack, complicate and challenge the history and historiography of expeditions to 

the polar regions. I begin by briefly outlining theoretical debates that circulate around 

historical fiction and its relationship to history before explaining the particular significance of 

the genre to the polar regions. I then identify some productive ways to group contemporary 

historical novels dealing with polar exploration, pointing to the insights enabled by particular 

stylistic and structural features. The remaining part of the chapter demonstrates some of these 

insights by examining four relatively recent novels: Bainbridge’s The Birthday Boys; Irish-

Canadian novelist Ed O’Loughlin’s Minds of Winter (2016), which switches between 

multiple Arctic and Antarctic settings and periods as it traces the movements of a mysterious 

marine chronometer; US author Andrea Barrett’s The Voyage of the Narwhal (1998), which 

focusses on a fictional 1850s Arctic journey in search of the lost Franklin expedition; and 

British writer Rebecca Hunt’s Everland (2014), set on a fictional Antarctic island, in which 

the stories of a 1913 exploring party and a 2012 centenary expedition unfold in eerie parallel. 

My aim is not to be exhaustive or comprehensive but rather to use these texts to demonstrate 

the multiple ways in which imaginative writers trouble received exploration histories of the 

Arctic and Antarctic.  

 

Dressing Skeletons: Writing the Past through History and Fiction 

 

 “Historical novelists take the bare bones of ‘history’, some facts, some atmosphere, some 

vocabulary, some evidence, and weave a story within the gap.”2 Jerome De Groot’s 

anatomical metaphor for the technique of the historical novelist seems particularly apt for the 

Arctic and Antarctic, as the physical remains of Western explorers have played an outsized 

role in the way the history of the polar regions have been storified. Near the start of his 

analysis of the polar regions in the English imagination, Francis Spufford uses a similar 

metaphor to explain the ongoing survival of certain exploration stories, singling out another 

famously tragic explorer, Scott: “Like any successful myth, [Scott’s story] provides a 

skeleton ready to be dressed over and over in the different flesh different decades feel to be 

 
2 De Groot, The Historical Novel, 9–10 
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appropriate.”3 And while histories and biographies undertake the majority of this costuming 

process, literature, particularly fiction, also has a part to play. 

 As De Groot explains, the relationship between these two forms of “dressing” the 

past – fiction and history – has been the subject of ongoing debate since the form of the 

historical novel was consolidated in the early nineteenth century. Contemporary literary 

critics tend to be reluctant to offer firm definitions of the genre. Characterized by “hybridity 

and flexibility,” it stretches from literary fiction to popular novels such as the historical 

romance and the adventure story.4 The most influential critic of the form, mid-twentieth-

century Marxist critic George Lukács, argued that the key feature of the historical novel 

proper (exemplified and inaugurated, for Lukacs, by Walter Scott) is “not the retelling of 

great historical events …. [but] that we should re-experience the social and human motives 

which led men to think, feel and act just as they did in historical reality.”5 As De Groot 

explains, for Lukács “The realism of the novel allows readers to engage with and empathise 

with historical individuals and thence gain a sense of their own historical specificity.”6  

From the later twentieth century, however, a new form of the literary historical novel 

emerged in relation to debates about the relationship between fiction, history and 

historiography. Because of the relative belatedness of human encounter with the high polar 

regions – the Antarctic continent had even not been sighted when Walter Scott published his 

famous works – the majority of polar historical novels have been published in this recent 

period, so it is worth examining this newer form of the historical novel more closely. 

The second half of the twentieth century saw a re-examination of history as 

representation and narrative construction, which was itself a result of post-structural literary 

and cultural theory. The most influential historian within this debate has been Hayden White, 

whose 1976 essay “The Fictions of Factual Representation” drew attention to the “extent to 

which the discourse of the historian and that of the imaginative writer overlap, resemble or 

correspond with each other.” White argues that to produce a coherent account – to present 

events within a “comprehensible totality” – “historians must utilize precisely the same 

tropological strategies, the same modalities of representing relationships in words, that the 

poet of novelist uses.” 7 The publication of titles as Ann Curthoys and John Docker’s Is 

History Fiction? (2006), Beverly Southgate’s History Meets Fiction (2009), and Alexander 

 
3 Spufford, I May Be Some Time, 4. 
4 De Groot, The Historical Novel, 2. 
5 Qtd in De Groot, The Historical Novel, 27. 
6 De Groot, The Historical Novel, 29. 
7 White, Tropics of Discourse, 121, 125. 
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Macfie’s collection The Fiction of History (2015) shows that this conversation is far from 

settled.  

During the same period, literary critics have been paying increasing attention to the 

historical novel: de Groot writes that “the ‘literariness’ of history has led to a resurgence of 

interest in fictional forms and the way they represent the past.”8 While the traditional 

historical novel remained popular, writers also began to engage with historiographical 

debates, displaying increasing self-awareness of the limits of imaginatively recreating past 

periods, people and events. Skepticism of grand narratives, metafictional elements in which 

the narrative draws attention to itself, deliberate anachronisms, multiple or unreliable 

narrators, pastiche and political critique (particularly feminist and postcolonial) became 

characteristic of this approach. A range of terms with different nuances and emphases – such 

as “historiographic metafiction” and “the neo-historical novel” – have been coined to capture 

various aspects of this new form of historical fiction. Here, I use “postmodernist historical 

novel” as a convenient if homogenizing catch-all. Novels of this kind ask, in Amy Elias’s 

summary, 

 

what is history, exactly, and how does it enable both individual and collective 

agency? What is the difference between history and memory and fantasy? What 

events of the past have become lost to us in the present, why have they become lost, 

and why should we want to recuperate them? What political forces work against our 

understanding or even knowledge of the past?9 

 

Such questions, I argue below, take on distinct forms when applied to the history of the polar 

regions. 

 

Postmodern Historical Fiction and the Polar Regions 

 

Anglophone literature of the Arctic and Antarctic has long been obsessed with not only the 

history of these regions but also the way in which this history is constructed and repeated. “In 

seeking to put an end to the expansion of cultural fantasy around the last place on earth,” 

writes Elena Glasberg, “geographical attainments in fact only led to further attempts, arrivals, 

 
8 De Groot, The Historical Novel, 112. 
9 Elias, “Historiographic Metafiction,” 294.   
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gestures of closure, or newly extended limits that could not be contained by their own 

impetus.”10 This urge to repeat and retell has focused on two expeditions in particular, both of 

which ended in tragedy and death: in the Arctic, the mid-nineteenth-century disappearance of 

the Franklin expedition while searching for the Northwest Passage, a loss which itself 

generated many further expeditions; and, in the Antarctic, Scott’s Terra Nova expedition – a 

South Polar tragedy that acted as a counterbalance Franklin’s in the north. Russell Potter, in a 

review of O’Loughlin’s Minds of Winter, suggests that the “Franklin novel” might be 

considered a subgenre in itself, counting at least twenty examples that together offer “every 

version of Franklin one can imagine” as well as versions of his officers, his Inuit guides, and 

his wife. A similar argument could be made for the “Scott novel.”  

Human interaction with the polar regions, and particularly the Arctic, is of course 

vastly longer, richer and more diverse than these and other Western expeditions, and 

Anglophone polar historical fiction to some extent reflects this wider history. Ian McGuire’s 

The North Water (2016), for example, is set on a mid-nineteenth-century Arctic whaler, and 

Jesse Blackadder’s very different Chasing the Light (2013) on an Antarctic whaling vessel in 

the 1930s. Michael Chabon’s The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier and Clay (2000) includes 

an Antarctic episode set during the Second World War, and Favell Parrett’s When the Night 

Comes (2014) involves a journey on a national expedition vessel during the 1980s. Tanya 

Tagaq’s Split Tooth (2018) is set in a small town in Nunavat during the 1970s. Many other 

examples could be cited. The focus in this chapter is on a prominent subset of this literary 

engagement with the history polar region comprising texts that might be termed “expedition 

novels” – those that retell, challenge, subvert or reimagine well-known historical exploration 

efforts. 

The novel is admittedly only one of the forms that literary responses to polar 

expeditions have taken, with writers also using poetry, drama and other forms to explore 

historical events and figures. The Terra Nova expedition alone has been the subject of many 

examples. These include poems such as Derek Mahon’s “Antarctica” (1985), Dorothy 

Porter’s “Wilson’s Diary” (1982), “Auroral Corona with Two Figures” (1983), and “Oates’ 

Diary” (1989), Chris Orsman’s South: An Antarctic Journey (1996), Ann Michaels’ “Ice 

House” (1999) and various poems in Elizabeth Bradfield’s collection Approaching Ice 

(2010). Drama, in particular, seems well suited to re-imagining polar expeditions, which were 

themselves in many ways highly performative undertakings. Despite the challenges of 

 
10 Glasberg, Antarctica as Cultural Critique, 9. 
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staging the Antarctic icescape, there are a growing a number of Scott expedition plays alone, 

including Douglas Stewart’s verse drama for radio The Fire in the Snow (1944); Howard 

Brenton’s Scott of the Antarctic (1972); Ted Tally’s Terra Nova (1981); and Patricia 

Cornelius’s Do Not Go Gentle (2012). These responses span the gamut of possible 

approaches, from the respectful through the excoriating, running in rough parallel with Scott 

historiography. The later three of these performance works employ formal counterparts to the 

techniques of the postmodern historical novel, eschewing realism and linearity, juxtaposing 

different times, places and points of view, and allowing contradictory narratives to coexist. 

However, the historical novel – particularly in its postmodern form – remains the dominant 

genre through which imaginative writers engage with and interrogate polar expedition history 

and historiography. 

There are a number of reasons why writers often choose fiction as the form in which 

to respond to the history of polar exploration. To begin with, prose fiction has a particular 

resonance in dealing with historiographic questions because of its formal similarity to 

standard histories. As White observes, “There are many histories that could pass for novels, 

and many novels that could pass for histories, considered in purely formal (or, I should say, 

formalist) terms.”11 Historical novels exploit this formal likeness to historical documents by 

incorporating various kinds of real, modified or entirely imagined archival texts, with 

traditional historical novels usually doing so to shore up the sense of realism of the story, and 

postmodern examples more often highlighting the effort of trying to assimilate historical 

data.12  

Early polar expeditions make particularly interesting historical subjects in this sense. 

These expeditions produced a huge range of written texts – the logbooks and records kept by 

leaders and scientists from which to write official narratives and reports; the less formal 

journals maintained by many expeditioners, eager to record an unusual and glamorous 

undertaking; letters to loved ones at home; lists, instructions, messages, and notes of all 

kinds; “newspapers” and creative efforts produced to maintain good spirits in periods of 

leisure; and many more. In high-latitude environments where there were few or (in 

Antarctica) no outside observers to produce their own accounts, these expedition documents 

took on heightened significance as records of achievement. Polar historical fiction explores 

the gaps, contradictions and subtexts of polar expedition records, thereby drawing attention to 

 
11 White, Tropics of Discourse, 121–22. 
12 Hutcheon, Poetics of Postmodernism, 114. 
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the fictive techniques that historical narratives must themselves employ to provide a coherent 

account. 

While polar expeditions may have produced copious textual records, these records did 

not, of course, represent the points of view of all of those involved in or affected by the 

expedition. As Ben Maddison has observed with respect to Antarctic history, the majority or 

records were written by elites – “leaders of expeditions, ships’ captains, officers, scientists 

and artists.”13 The voices of less privileged participants, such as crew members, cooks, dog-

handlers and radio officers and, in the north, indigenous guides, are seldom heard. Maddison 

points to a related “heroization” of Antarctic history – a process by which historians have 

placed “prominent individuals such as [Roald] Amundsen at the centre of historical 

explanation,” assessing successes or failures on the basis of these individuals’ personal 

qualities and treating Antarctic exploration as “a drama of self-contained survival in 

adversity.”14 While this tendency is particularly visible in Antarctica, with its shorter and in 

some ways simpler exploration history, it is also evident in exploration of the north, which 

has proceeded via its own list of heroes (sometimes overlapping with those of the south). 

Shelagh D. Grant observes that Arctic historiography, at least until the mid-twentieth century, 

was primarily concerned with “heroes, conquest and pride in achievement,” marginalizing 

“Inuit history, conserved through countless generations by the oral tradition.”15 Novelists 

have provided two primary responses to this emphasis within polar history on heroic 

endeavours by white male middle-class individuals: on the one hand, de-reifying the hero 

figure by retelling his story with very different emphases, so that the whole ethos of 

individual achievement and conquest is questioned; and the other, foregrounding or 

imagining the perspectives of those stories have not been told or widely heard, most often 

because of their class, race or gender. 

Another reason why historical novelists might be particular drawn to narratives of 

exploration of the remote (for English speakers) polar regions is their ability to act as useful 

spatial metaphors for the exploration the novelist (as well as the historian) undertakes in 

guiding readers into a temporally unfamiliar world. Comparing the historical novel to science 

fiction, De Groot observes that “fundamentally [the genre] entails an engagement on the part 

of the reader (possibly unconsciously) with a set of tropes, settings and ideas that are 

 
13 Maddison, Class and Colonialism in Antarctic Exploration, 1750–1920, 1. 
14 Maddison, Class and Colonialism, 3. 
15 Grant, “Arctic Historiography,” 145.  
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particular, alien and strange.”16 The shifting and unfamiliar material characteristics of polar 

ice and atmosphere thus stand in for the uncertainties of knowing the past. In O’Loughlin’s 

Minds of Winter, for example, the Norwegian explorer Roald Amundsen dismisses some 

snow-covered mountains floating “just over the horizon” as an Arctic atmospheric illusion, 

but notes that “a mirage might once have had substance, might be the echo of some remote 

object or event – refracted, reflected, enlarged or inverted, a story distorted by ice and by 

light.”17 The deceptive polar landscape reminds the reader that while stories told about the 

past may have a genuine relationship with actual events, there is no way of knowing what 

processes have shaped their transmission. 

 The polar regions are often represented in fiction as chronotopes in the most pure 

sense: places that are about time. Their icescapes have a peculiarly close relationship to the 

past or future – they are points where one might easily slip between different time periods. 

The space of the “heroic hut,” remaining just as it was when the early expeditions exited, and 

the explorer’s dead body, frozen where it fell, frequently function in Antarctic literature as 

the most obvious manifestation of the preserving power of ice, with its seeming ability to 

compress temporal intervals to almost nothing. Conversely, extreme diurnal changes near the 

poles, with days stretching out as long as seasons, create a sense of time passing slowly, or 

not at all. Watches and chronometers thus feature strongly in polar literature, such as Birdie 

Bowers’ watch in French novelist Marie Darrieussecq future-set White (2006; first published 

in French in 2003), or the strange marine chronometer from the Franklin expedition in Minds 

of Winter. Novels such as Hunt’s Everland (2014) and Steven Heighton’s Afterlands (2005) 

sport titles that yoke together time and space, their adverbs of unspecified or infinite futures 

bringing a mythic, otherworldly quality to the places where their action is set. Even the 

mundane title of The Birthday Boys suggests a narrative that is as much interested in time as 

in space or place. This sense of the polar regions as sites of anomalous temporality makes 

them favoured settings for genres that deal with the future – hence the numerous utopian, 

science fiction and thriller novels set at the poles – but also with those interested in the past. 

 

Polar Expedition Novels  

 

Polar expedition novels are as heterogenous in style and tone as the historical novel itself, 

 
16 De Groot, The Historical Novel, 4. 
17 O’Loughlin, Minds of Winter, 323 
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varying from popular genre fiction, such as Dan Simmons’ Franklin horror The Terror 

(2007), to literary fiction, such as The Birthday Boys, and from fairly traditional historical 

narratives, such as Robert Ryan’s Death on the Ice (2009), to self-consciously postmodern 

and metafictional approaches, such as Minds of Winter. In the following, I suggest some ways 

of grouping these novels according to their relationships with historical expeditions and their 

non-fiction narratives.  

 Perhaps the most straightforward form of polar historical fiction is the narrative that – 

to adopt the metaphor mentioned above – aims to put “flesh on the bones” of a famous non-

fiction expedition narrative – most often Scott’s or Franklin’s, but also those of Charles 

Francis Hall, Aldophus W. Greely, Roald Amundsen, Ernest Shackleton, Douglas Mawson 

and others. Examples include Kåre Holt’s The Race (1974; 1976 in English translation); 

Paxton Davis’s A Flag at the Pole (1976), Robert Edric’s The Broken Lands (1992), 

Bainbridge’s The Birthday Boys, Adrian Caesar’s The White (1999), Robert Ryan’s Death on 

the Ice (2009), Tim Griffiths’ Endurance (2015) and Laura Waterman’s Starvation Shore 

(2019). Like most historical novels, these texts draw closely and sometimes explicitly on 

non-fiction narratives and source documents. For example, Ryan describes Death on the Ice 

as “fiction based on fact,” lists seventeen books that he found useful in its creation, and 

acknowledges his indebted to various museums and individuals.18 However, as literary texts 

they are able to fill in gaps in the narrative and bring an intimacy that only the imagination 

makes available. While such novels can certainly be historically revisionist, in part or in 

whole, and draw on postmodern techniques, broadly speaking they tend to be more 

traditional, linear and realist than others described here. And because of the tendency for 

polar history to be framed in terms of individual personalities and achievements, these novels 

often hold a conversation with biography as much as history, although some, such as The 

Birthday Boys, deliberately undermine this idea by offering multiple points of view which do 

not necessarily cohere. 

 These narratives are often told from the perspective, or in the voice, of the expedition 

leader and/or other prominent members of the expedition. Literary techniques such as free 

indirect discourse, changing focalization, first-person narration, and dialogue enable authors 

to represent imagined detail – particularly psychological – that a conventional historical (or 

biographical) account would at the very least need to signal as speculative. Reflecting on his 

prizewinning “non-fiction novel” The White: Last Days in the Antarctic Journeys of Scott 

 
18 Ryan, Death on the Ice, 497. 
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and Mawson 1911-1913, Australian novelist and poet Adrian Caesar answers critics who 

would have him write a purely factual biography by noting the impossibility of such an 

account: “… biographical ‘facts’ are exceedingly hard to come by. And those that are yielded 

up would have to be presented in the form of a list, in order to avoid the shaping, and 

therefore interpreting, gestures of narrative form.… both history and biography have 

inescapable elements of fiction in them.” For Caesar, working on the cusp of biography and 

fiction enabled him “fully to imagine the physical and emotional experiences of Scott and 

Mawson but also had room for the non-fictional elements of the story and for analysis.”19 

Laura Waterman, whose Starvation Shore deals with the story of the Arctic Greely 

expedition, similarly argues that, where certain historical events are unknown and probably 

unknowable, “telling the story … through the novel form” can reach “a kind of truth.”20  

 While writers such as Caesar and Bainbridge are interested in the hidden inner lives 

of well-known public figures such as Scott, others provide a more oblique approach by 

deliberately taking the point of view of marginalised, neglected or excluded actors –

especially women (those associated or, in the Arctic, involved with expeditions); working-

class and African American expedition members; and Indigenous people who joined, guided 

or encountered expeditions. Because these participants often did not leave written documents, 

the narratives that imagine their stories have a freer relationship with historical accounts, 

using their oblique perspective to challenge stereotypical representations of both explorers 

and the people and environments they encountered. Examples include Canadian writer Rudy 

Wiebe’s prizewinning book A Discovery of Strangers (1995), which focusses on a 

relationship between a young midshipman on Franklin’s first expedition and a Dene woman 

known to the Europeans as Greenstocking; Heighton’s Afterlands, which recounts the 

experiences of the Polaris Arctic expedition members, a diverse multi-national group who 

were marooned on an ice floe for many months; and O’Loughlin’s Minds of Winters, 

discussed below. The marginalised actors in these texts are often are real historical figures – 

Heighton’s narrative, for example, is focalized alternately through the theoretical leader of 

the group, white American George Tyson; Inuit interpreter Tukulito (or ‘Hannah’); and 

German immigrant Roland Kruger. However, this figure may also be an imagined, 

historically impossible one, as in Mordecai Richler’s Solomon Gursky Was Here (1989), in 

 
19 Caesar, “Grey Areas in ‘The White,’” 99–100. The paradoxical term “non-fiction novel” to describe The 

White comes from (among other sources) Pan Macmillan’s webpage for the book, available at 

https://www.panmacmillan.com.au/9781743340356/. 
20 Waterman, Starvation Shore, author’s note. 
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which a Gurksy family member is discovered to be the sole survivor of the Franklin 

expedition.  

The critical approach that an outsider perspective enables means that many (although 

not all) of these novels draw on the techniques of the postmodern historical novel, 

questioning received history and historiographical approaches. Afterlands, for example, has a 

complex narrative structure that – in addition to the triply focalized main narrative – 

incorporates images and extracts from actual non-fiction accounts (George Tyson’s book 

Arctic Experiences [1874] and his field notes), contemporary broadsides, a map, epigraphs 

from famous writers such as Joseph Conrad, and Heighton’s autobiographical reflections on 

own search for the historical traces of his subjects. Far from seeking to find resolution about 

“what happened” on the expedition, the narrative refuses to settle on a single perspective or 

reliable account. The characters live not in the present, but an “afterland” of changing 

historical reputation.21 

 Other historical novelists choose to invent an entirely fictional expedition, although 

often one with metaphorical or metonymical parallels with historical ones. Thomas 

Keneally’s The Survivor (1969), for example, which deals with the guilt experienced by the 

sole survivor of a famous sledging expedition, recalls both Apsley Cherry-Garrard of the 

Terra Nova expedition and Douglas Mawson, leader of the Australasian Antarctic 

Expedition. Keneally’s later historical mystery novel, Victim of the Aurora (1977), similar 

draws on elements of both expeditions.22 Cormac James’s The Surfacing (2014) and Barrett’s 

Voyage of the Narwhal deal with fictional expeditions in search of Franklin’s men, and the 

explorers that populate Hunt’s Everland closely resemble the men of Scott’s second 

expedition. While these narratives are also often based on extensive research, the device of a 

fictional expedition divorces the novel from tired debates about or comparisons with what 

‘really’ happened. James’ author’s note, for example, lists numerous published and 

unpublished sources that formed a historical “template” for The Surfacing, but states bluntly 

that “Where known facts have not suited my narrative, I have ignored them.”23 The device of 

a fictional expedition, in which elements of various historical voyages can be combined and 

made visible, enables potentially stronger critiques of the underlying ideologies – personal 

and political – that drive polar exploration.  

 A final form of polar exploration fiction worth highlighting here comprises 

 
21 My observations here repeat points made in more detail in Leane, review of Afterlands. 
22 See Ryan, “Antarctic Hoosh.” 
23 James, The Surfacing, 370–1. 
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juxtaposed narratives of a fictional contemporary expedition/quest and an earlier one, which 

may itself be historical or imagined. Again, the connection between the narrative may be 

metaphorical – one expedition echoes the other in its aims, power dynamics or outcomes – 

and/or metonymic – the contemporary expedition is focused on memorializing the earlier 

one, collecting and analysing textual evidence to tell its story, or tracing family connections 

between past and present. Examples include Minds of Winter and Everland, discussed below; 

Robert Pierce’s Dead Men (2012), in which an Antarctic arts residency holder who calls 

herself Birdie Bowers becomes obsessed with locating the tent in which Scott’s men died; 

and Robyn Mundy’s Nature of Light (2009), the story of a photographer who travels to 

Antarctica as a tribute to Frank Hurley’s images, running parallel with an account of the 

1911-14 expedition on which Hurley travelled. These novels tend to be the most explicitly 

metafictional and historiographically focused of those discussed here, as the discovery of 

various historical documents or insights enables the contemporary characters to directly 

reflect on the construction of received histories. The extent to which the characters’ quest for 

historical information necessarily echoes the author’s own research adds another layer of 

complexity.  

 In the remainder of this chapter, I focus closely on four relatively recent novels – two 

(primarily) Arctic, two Antarctic – in order to illustrate some of these features of 

contemporary polar expedition fiction.  

 

“Mostly I told the story as it happened”: The Birthday Boys  

 

Perhaps the best known of all Anglophone polar historical novels is Bainbridge’s The 

Birthday Boys. Published in 1991, the book formed one of a series of acclaimed historical 

novels that Bainbridge produced around this time, including An Awfully Big Adventure 

(1990), set immediately after the second world war, and Every Man for Himself (1996), 

which focused on the other famous icy tragedy of 1912, the Titanic disaster. In terms of the 

chronology of shifting approaches to Scott’ reputation, The Birthday Boys appeared at the 

height of a period of critical revisionism spurred by the publication of Roland Huntford’s 

polemical biography Scott and Amundsen (1978) and its television adaptation as The Last 

Place on Earth (1985).24 However, while Bainbridge’s book at times draws almost verbatim 

 
24 See Jones, “From ‘Noble Example’ to ‘Potty Pioneer.’” 
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on Huntford’s account,25 her narrative is not primarily interested in debunking the Scott 

myth. In his analysis of Bainbridge’s historical fiction, Brett Grubisic argues that she ignores 

the conventional historiographic significance of particular events in favour of domestic and 

personal details of the people involved and their relationships.26 In sense, Bainbridge’s novel 

can be readily be understood in terms of conventional historical fiction’s ability to put “flesh 

on the bones” of the skeletons of the past. However, as Grubisic notes, The Birthday Boys 

also shares elements of postmodern fiction in its tendency to unsettle any sense of a single, 

stable narrative.27 

 Structurally, The Birthday Boys comprises five long chapters, each told in the first-

person voice of a different member of the polar party. Each speaker relates a different stage 

in the expedition – not only the attempt on the Pole but also other ventures such as the winter 

journey to Cape Crozier – discontinuously and sporadically but in chronological order, 

covering the period from mid-June 1910, when the expedition departed, to the death of Oates 

(the final narrator), in mid-March 1912. While the multiple narrators are not normally 

recalling the same events, the use of flashbacks creates overlap. The order of speakers – 

Evans followed by Wilson, Scott, Bowers and Oates – echoes the men’s positioning in the 

famous image of Scott’s polar party at the Pole, which graces the cover of the Penguin 

paperback edition of the novel.  

Along with the reader’s prior knowledge of historical events, the device of birthdays 

holds the different narratives together: one or more of the men’s birthdays is narrated in each 

chapter, with Oates’s famous departure from the tent occurring on his own birthday. 

Thematically, this device –as well as the novel’s title – evokes ideas of childishness and 

Boys’ Own adventures, which resonates with Bainbridge’s explicit references to the 

children’s story Peter Pan (a text with strong connections to Scott28) and more broadly her 

exploration of the men’s imagined childhoods and relationships with their mothers. 

 Spoken in first person and mostly in the past tense, Bainbridge’s chapters generically 

reference the quintessential polar genre of the expedition diary. However, rather than a series 

of dated entries with no knowledge of future events, these are intimate narratives told 

retrospectively from specific stages within the expedition (including, in Oates’s case, the 

 
25 For example, compare Huntford, Scott and Amundsen, 352 with Bainbridge, Birthday Boys, 96. Bainbridge 

also draws closely on sources closer to the expedition itself, such as Scott’s published and unpublished journals, 

and Cherry-Garrard’s The Worst Journey in the World. 
26 Grubisic, Understanding Beryl Bainbridge, 136. 
27 Grubisic, Understanding Beryl Bainbridge, 134-6. 
28 For a discussion of The Birthday Boys that deals with the intertextual relationship with Barrie’s play, see 

Kucała, “Beryl Bainbridge’s The Birthday Boys.”  
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moment of death), and in this sense function more as miniature memoirs. Unlike fictionalized 

diary entries, the narratives are ambiguous in their purpose, motivation and intended 

audience: too structured for interior monologues, but too intimate and confessional for self-

vindications aimed at posterity. These differing and sometimes contradictory accounts 

distinguish The Birthday Boys from the traditional historical novel and bring it closer to 

historiographic metafiction. Instead of a single public history – a grand narrative – the reader 

is presented with merely a series of local or micro-narratives.  

Moreover, the reliability of these local narratives is itself in question. Bainbridge 

begins her book from the perspective of “Taff” Evans, the only working-class member of the 

polar party, and the only one who kept no diary of the journey, providing greater freedom of 

voice and perspective. Through Evans’ own account, the reader quickly learns that he is often 

drunk, loves to embellish his stories, and admits to changing timelines and “codding” 

(fooling or hoaxing).29 Mentioning an incident when he and Scott fell into a crevasse 

together, he notes that “Mostly I told the story as it happened.”30 Like the historical novelist’s 

classic “author’s note,” in which the writer demonstrates knowledge of historical records 

while admitting to departure from them, Evans’ confession of a tendency towards narrative 

embellishments paradoxically increases a sense of his honesty.  

What Taff by his own admission leaves out of his public renditions of the crevasse 

tale is the erection he recalls experiencing while the two men were dangling “close as 

sweethearts.” Taff reasons that this was a reaction to the closeness of death, “the best of me, 

rising up in protest against extinction,” but it is presumably the homoerotic implications that 

lead him to omit this detail from his public retellings.31 This is one of several moments in the 

novel where the men’s narratives touch obliquely or explicitly on questions of masculinity, 

homosociality and homoeroticism. Yet while the characters – particular Bowers – echo 

stereotypical nineteenth-century British assumptions about masculinity, race and class, at 

times they also anticipate the later demise of such assumptions. When Bowers insists that the 

use of dogs or motorized vehicles in polar travel is “unsporting,” Wilson suggests that he is 

“perhaps clinging to the inappropriate chivalry of a bygone age.”32 Bowers himself believes 

“the world is changing … and it’s tremendous luck to have been born in the last few seconds 

of an epoch in which a man is still required to stand up and be counted.”33 Bainbridge’s 

 
29 Bainbridge, Birthday Boys, 10. 
30 Bainbridge, The Birthday Boys, 11. 
31 Bainbridge, The Birthday Boys, 11. 
32 O’Loughlin, Minds of Winter, 142. 
33 O’Loughlin, Minds of Winter, 145. 
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Bowers sees himself as almost superseded, giving his narrative a sense of historical self-

awareness. This feeling of outdatedness is even more explicit in Wilson’s narrative, in the 

passage quoted at the beginning of this chapter, and at an earlier point when he reflects that 

“Con and myself, Birdie and Oates, even Peter Pan Evans with his penchant for swinging one 

round by the seat of the trousers, are the misfits, victims of a changing world … All the 

things we were taught to believe in, love of country, of Empire, of devotion to duty, are being 

held up to ridicule.”34 Here Wilson seems to foresee how the late twentieth century will view 

him and his companions – he seems himself as a historical subject. 

 Thus while Birthday Boys, in the words of critic Elisabeth Wennö, “reveals and 

challenges the ideology of Antarctic heroism,” exposing “the turn-of-the-century ideology, or 

ethos, of empire, conquest and supremacy,”35 it does so in an ironic, self-conscious way that 

refuses simple retrospective judgement of the men whose voices it impersonates. Like many 

polar historical novels, it warns against holding onto any one “reading” of historical events as 

“truth” for very long. The novel is a process of accepting competing and contradictory views 

simultaneously without having to fully accept or deny any. When it comes to a topic such as 

the “race to the Pole,” which historically has been characterised by ongoing, polarised, often 

finicky and sometimes hostile debate about personality, leadership, logistics and other details, 

fiction offers a circuit breaker and enables a new way of thinking about the polar past. 

 

“Stories converge at the poles”: Minds of Winter  

 

Where Bainbridge narrows in on five men in a single polar expedition, O’Loughlin’s Minds 

of Winter ranges widely across geographical and temporal settings. Minds of Winter follows 

the contemporary story of two strangers – Fay Morgan and Arthur “Nelson” Nilsson – drawn 

together in the town of Inuvik in the Canadian Arctic as they search for traces of family 

members who have gone missing in the polar wilderness: Fay’s grandfather Hugh, an officer 

in the Canadian Air Force, and Nelson’s brother, Albert, a geographer and Antarctic 

researcher. Albert has left behind a cache of puzzling documents – letters, memoirs, maps 

and reports – that unexpectedly reference Hugh and in turn become part of the narrative. The 

action ranges across 180 years, beginning at Franklin’s time as governor of Van Diemen’s 

Land, and shifting geographically from the Antarctic to parts of the Scandinavian and 

 
34 O’Loughlin, Minds of Winter, 64. 
35 Wennö, “‘Encased in Ice,’” 43. 
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Russian Arctic as well as Canada. Franklin’s lost expedition and later journeys in search of it, 

Hall’s Polaris expedition, Scott’s Terra Nova expedition, Amundsen’s Arctic explorations, 

the fiction of Jack London, the Northwest Territories legend of the enigmatic trapper Albert 

Johnson, and the Cold-War Arctic Distant Early Warning (DEW) line become intertwined. 

Connecting these polar narratives is a marine chronometer bought at auction by the National 

Maritime Museum in Greenwich, but originally listed among the equipment of the lost 

Franklin expedition – a non-fictional object described in an actual Guardian newspaper 

article reproduced as the story’s prologue. While the clock acts as something of a McGuffin 

in the novel, tying together otherwise disparate stories, symbolically it signals the polar 

regions as temporal landscapes intrinsically linked to ideas about time. 

 Many of the multiple stories that make up Minds of Winter are narrated by or from the 

point of view of characters on the sidelines of the famous expeditions they described. The 

first chapter follows Franklin’s niece, Sophia Cracroft, as she attends a ball held aboard the 

Antarctic expedition ships Erebus and Terror after their return to Van Diemen’s Land. 

Infatuated with the handsome Captain Ross, but romanced by the less glamorous Commander 

Crozier, Sophie herself longs to “cut off her hair, dress as a boy and run off with the ships.”36 

An entrancing tune she hears called “The Girl I left Behind Me” becomes a refrain in the 

novel, connecting Sophia to a later woman traveller and “girl left behind,” Amundsen’s lover 

Bess Magids. Another chapter consists of a short autobiography narrated by Ipiirviq – known 

to English speakers as Joe Ebierbing or “Eskimo Jo”– and transcribed by Amundsen in King 

William Island during the latter’s famous journey through the Northwest Passage. Ipiirvig 

describes his own travels, together with his wife Taqulittuq (or Hannah), to Britain and the 

United States (where he meets Sophia) and on expeditions led by Charles Francis Hall – 

including the notorious Polaris expedition that is the focus of another polar historical novel, 

Afterlands. Linking many of the stories is the figure of Cecil Meares, a dog-handler with 

Scott’s Terra Nova expedition, whose real-life activities in Antarctica, Manchuria and 

Canada become the basis in the novel for an extensive espionage career involving a secret 

organisation called “Room 38,” the enigmatic clock and a message cylinder from Franklin’s 

expedition. 

 While these stories from the margins function at one level as ways to propel the 

mysterious clock through narrative time and space, they also enable a critique of the 

enterprise of polar exploration. The narrative of Magids’ journey to meet her lover, only to 

 
36 O’Loughlin, Minds of Winter, 33. 
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find that he is lost forever in the Arctic, reveals many unheroic aspects of the Norwegian 

explorer’s life. Reflecting on the obscurity of one of Amundsen’s fellow Antarctic 

expeditioners, who fell out with his leader and later committed suicide, Bess reflects, “That’s 

what happens to the other men of history” – only the hero, the man who constructs the story, 

remains in the public eye.37 Ipiirvig, who counts himself as a “an explorer” and a “great one,” 

observes that “The white men came to these regions and looked for all sorts of things that 

they dream of but they found only the ice and the islands and places so cold and dark that 

even the Inuit don’t hunt there.” He and his wife’s journeys to “Orkney and Hull and New 

York and London,” his narrative suggests, were just as bold and just as anti-climactic.38 

 The Arctic and Antarctic settings of these intertwined stories lead Fay, working her 

way through Albert’s archive, to conclude that “stories converge at the poles. Like lines on a 

map.”39 However, while Fay’s and Nelson’s stories do converge, there is a sense in which the 

multiplying narratives confuse rather than clarify. Wondering what links all the stories in the 

archive, Fay notes that all of their protagonists “were lost. They disappeared in the ice.” 

Immediately, however, she realizes that in the case of Meares, “There was no mystery about 

his death. It was his life that was largely a blank space.” As the narrative continue, the 

identities of Fay and Nelson themselves become increasingly blank. Fay’s credit card stops 

working, her bank believing that she is dead, and the reliability of her self-account is called 

into question. As Potter notes in an interview with O’Loughlin, the character’s name echoes 

the fata morgana mirage (named after Morgan Le Fay of Arthurian legend), suggesting 

illusion.40 Nelson’s last name, Nilsson, evokes nothingness, and his first name – a nickname 

– is merely a variant on this. As the narrative progresses ambiguity grows over his identity 

and whether he is in fact his supposed brother Albert. Like the men they have been 

researching – Meares, Ipiirvig, Albert Johnson – the identities of Fay and Nelson are multiple 

and their lives unknowable.  

The polar regions themselves become a metaphor for this unknowability. Late in the 

novel Hugh, stationed at a DEW radar base and listening to the beeps of the Sputnik satellite 

just launched into space, reflects that the world has fundamentally changed. As long as the 

Earth’s surface was represented as a Mercator-style map, he muses, the polar regions 

remained unpresentable, the lines of longitude “march[ing] off the map in parallel lockstep, 

 
37 O’Loughlin, Minds of Winter, 343. 
38 O’Loughlin, Minds of Winter, 181-2. 
39 O’Loughlin, Minds of Winter, 225. 
40 Potter, “Interview with the Author, Ed O’Loughlin.”  
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refusing to compromise, much less converge.” Unlike a globe – for Hugh, a totalizing object 

from which escape is impossible –  a map is “built on hacks and heuristics and mistakes and 

lies, cracks through which you might, just maybe, someday slip away.”41 Not long after this 

insight, Hugh walks off into the polar night, with a line – “I could be out there for a while” – 

reminiscent of the famous final departure of Oates (himself a character in the novel).42 At the 

end of Minds of Winter, when the dead bodies of a man and a woman – presumably Nelson 

and Fay – are found in the snow outside Inuvik, the local police officer’s observation that 

some people “fall through the crack” becomes, in the light of Hugh’s statement, a victory 

rather than tragedy.43 O’Loughlin states in his author’s note that “all good mysteries … ought 

never to be solved,” and the reader is duly left with no clear answers.44 While in one sense 

stories converge at the poles, as on a globe, in another they resist the relentless drive for 

absolute knowledge of all parts of the planet. When cartographic mystery is removed, 

narrative mystery must be sustained. 

Despite Minds of Winter’s thoroughly postmodern preference for gaps and 

contradictions over a coherent narrative, and on the pleasures of flawed representation over 

scientific precision, O’Louglin’s novel is in some ways the most traditional of those 

examined here. In a review of the book, Neta Gordon observes astutely that “For all its 

emphasis on uncovering unofficial histories, Minds of Winter rests, to a large extent, on a 

kind of uncritical nostalgia for the myth of the ‘mysterious’ Arctic and Antarctic.”45 

O’Loughlin critiques the polar hero, one might argue, only to replace him with another 

stereotype of masculine adventure, the international spy. In this sense Minds of Winter fails to 

meet the challenge of the Wallace Stevens poem that provides its title – to gaze on a winter 

landscape and see “Nothing that is not there and the nothing that is.”46  

Yet even here Minds of Winter makes the postmodern move of preempting criticism 

by rehearsing it within its own narrative. In a particularly convoluted chapter, Meares tells 

Hugh Morgan of his encounter at the Korean-Manchuria border with Jack London – a real-

life author famous for his tales of the Canadian Arctic. The reader is then provided with a 

(fictional) unpublished short story by London, part of Albert Nilsson’s archive, in which a 

writer character much like London recounts a meeting with a foreigner much likes Meares. 

 
41 O’Loughlin, Minds of Winter, 444 
42 O’Loughlin, Minds of Winter, 448. 
43 O’Loughlin, Minds of Winter, 475. 
44 O’Loughlin, Minds of Winter, 481. 
45 Gordon, “Ruining a Good Mystery,” 175. 
46 Quoted in O’Loughlin, Minds of Winter, epigraph. 
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This story contains yet another one: the writer relates a macabre tale, set in the Northwest 

Territories during the Klondike gold rush, that has in turn been told to him by a Russian-born 

prospector. The doubly fictionalized Meares keeps calling out the writer’s more romantic 

embellishments, eventually advising him to avoid “that sort of Gothic” and to embrace a 

sparer style “Everything is very plain and modern now.”47 However, this modernist advice is 

itself designed to throw London off the scent of a story Meares now knows to contain factual 

information related to the clock and message cylinder: the real import of the story is exactly 

in the details that seem most outlandish. Minds of Winter thus plays not only with the 

historiography of the polar regions but also their literary history, never arriving at a stable 

point that might allow the reader to get his or her bearings. 

 

“I want my name on the map”: The Voyage of the Narwhal  

 

In comparison to Minds of Winter, Barrett’s The Voyage of the Narwhal, centering on a 

fictional journey in search of the lost Franklin expedition, initially feels far more like the 

traditional historical novel. While it contains many long excerpts of real nineteenth-century 

Arctic and scientific narratives (and copies of engravings), these take the conventional form 

of epigraphs rather than parts of the narrative itself. The story is told linearly in the third 

person, focalized primarilythrough the novel’s central protagonist, naturalist and polar 

explorer, Erasmus Darwin Wells. Nonetheless, as Erasmus’s overdetermined name might 

suggest, the novel is self-conscious in its approach to polar history and historiography, 

mounting a sustained critique of the white masculinist values and mindsets that drove polar 

exploration.  

The story focusses on Erasmus’s Arctic journey and its aftermath, including 

experiences overwintering in the ice and interacting with the Netsilik Inuit. The expedition is 

led by Zeke Vorhees, the young, charismatic son of a wealth shipping magnate who is 

engaged to Erasmus’s sister, Lavinia. Erasmus is already a polar veteran, having travelled 

with the (historical) United States Exploring Expedition to Antarctica led by Charles Wilkes, 

during which he was frustrated with “noxious Navy discipline,” the constant downgrading of 

scientific work in favour of geographical survey and, in the journey’s aftermath, Wilkes’ 

smoothing over of his many failures in his published expedition narrative.48 Hoping for a 

 
47 O’Loughlin, Minds of Winter, 283. 
48 Barrett, Voyage, 33, 69–72 
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better experience on the Narwhal journey, he quickly discovers that Zeke is a self-

agrandising egomaniac: “‘I want my name on something,’ [Zeke] called. ‘Something big – is 

that so hard to understand? I want my name on the map.’”49 Obsessed with the idea of an 

open polar sea, Zeke deliberately orchestrates the expedition’s entrapment in ice so that it is 

forced to overwinter. With his increasingly autocratic behaviour endangering and alienating 

the crew, he eventually mounts an ill-advised one-man expedition north. Zeke’s failure to 

return at the end of summer forces the remaining men, led by a reluctant Erasmus, to leave 

the vessel and head south, where they are eventually are rescued. Presumed dead, Zeke 

unexpectedly returns to America, having survived by living with the Netsilik, and brings back 

with him two members of this community – a woman he calls Annie and her son, known as 

Tom – whom he displays on the lecture circuit. Erasmus is publicly constructed as the villain 

of the expedition for supposedly abandoning his leader. 

The Voyage of the Narwhal, then, stages a strong critique of the “great man” narrative 

of polar exploration discussed earlier. Accordingly, the narrative is focalized through outsider 

figures: primarily Erasmus – like Zeke, a wealthy white man, but also a self-effacing scientist 

who finds himself increasingly at odds with the racist and dehumanizing views of his 

profession; to a lesser extent, Alexandra, Lavinia’s companion in Zeke’s absence, a skillful 

scientific illustrator who longs for a life beyond the domestic; and, briefly, Annie and Tom, 

who are equally contemptuous of Zeke, but whose inner life remains impervious to other 

characters’ assumptions about their inferiority or their victimhood. Alert to the beauty and 

intricacy of the Arctic landscape, Erasmus is increasingly appalled by Zeke’s inability to see 

beyond his own self-absorbed goals, particularly in his interactions with the Netsilik 

community. Annie in turn outlines an organic worldview completely at odds with a society 

that values heroic individual achievement:  

 

Her tribe was like one great person, each of them a limb, an organ, a bone. Onto the 

hand her family formed, Zeke had come like an extra finger…. He saw himself as a 

singular being, a delusion they’d found laughable and terrifying all at once. When he 

strutted around, it was as if one of the fingers of that hand had torn itself loose, risen 

up, and tottered over the snow.”50  

 

 
49 Barrett, Voyage, 168; original emphasis. 
50 Barrett, Voyage, 319. 
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For Annie, polar explorers are “like children,” dependent on others and determined to give 

“their names to the landscape, pretending to discover places her people had known for 

generations.”51  

Central to the construction of Zeke as polar hero is the narrative that he himself 

creates around the journey. As expedition leader – the man who gives lectures and writes the 

official account – the power to tell the story lies in his hands. Prior reading of polar 

expedition literature has moulded Zeke’s idea of what achievement means, and his 

contribution to the genre – entitled, like Barrett’s novel, The Voyage of the Narwhal – 

emphasises his own exciting adventures. In the background of the action is the (historical) 

second Grinnell expedition led by Elisha Kent Kane. Kane’s book, which in the world of the 

novel is released prior to Zeke’s return, sells in huge numbers (as did its real-life 

counterpart52). Although Zeke confiscates journals and makes all expedition members 

promise not to produce their own narratives for a year after their return – a fairly standard 

approach for polar expeditions of the time – Erasmus eventually considers countering Zeke’s 

book with an alternative account. However, a conversation with a disgruntled and unpleasant 

member of Kane’s expedition checks him: “How can I write one word about the arctic when 

a person such as Godfrey is also writing a book, one that says me, me, me, me, me.”53 

Erasmus does, in the end, produce a book. However, instead of an alternative but still 

individualistic tale, this new narrative is a team-based effort, with drawings by Erasmus’ 

artist brother that are etched by Alexandra, and it focusses not on relics, journeys and 

achievements, but on a place and its inhabitants. The novel concludes on a utopian note, with 

Erasmus and Alexandra (no longer a woman-left-behind) journeying to the Arctic at the 

instigation of Tom, who longs for his home. The Voyage of the Narwhal, then, imagines a 

different kind of exploration history by imagining a new kind of polar expedition narrative. 

 

“How Times Tricks Us”: Everland  

 

Hunt’s Everland was published in 2014, just after the centenary of the “race to the Pole: and 

its numerous reenactments. Her novel responds to these events, recounting the experiences of 

a disastrous 1913 three-person expedition to an imaginary Antarctic island alongside the 

 
51 Barrett, Voyage, 344 
52 Kane’s narrative, Arctic Explorations (1856), sold 65,000 copies. See Kitson, Nineteenth-Century Travels, 

142. 
53 Barrett, Voyage, p. 300; original emphasis. 
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eerily similar events of a memorial scientific expedition in 2012.54 The earlier party – 

members of a larger expedition travelling in a ship called the Kismet and led by Captain 

Lawrence – is entirely fictional, and bears no straightforward one-to-one relationship with 

any historical expedition. However, characters and details of the Kismet expedition strongly 

reference Scott’s, as does the title of the novel and its setting, the island of Everland. While 

the naming of the island is mundanely explained – the expedition’s major sponsor is steel 

manufacturer Joseph Evelyn – the reference to the setting of Peter Pan – “Never Never 

Land” – is clear, and reinforced by the modern characters’ jokes about “Lost Boys.”55 The 

Peter Pan references also intertextually link Everland with Bainbridge’s The Birthday Boys.56  

 Hunt’s primarily interest in Everland is the relation between time, identity, history 

and memory in a place where there are no outside witnesses. Reputation, the narrative 

suggests, depends on whose testimony is trusted. The novel’s explicitly historiographic 

interest is evident early, when members of the (fictional) international Antarctic base Aegeus 

mark the departure of the modern scientific party to the largely unexplored island with a 

screening of the “old sixties classic” Everland – a film which, like the historical 1948 Scott of 

the Antarctic, has a famous score.57 Like the audience of a pantomime, the expeditioners 

happily boo the brutal actions of a man named Napps who abandons his companion, Dinners. 

The audience “ham[s] along” as the on-screen Napps reflects ironically, “How time tricks us 

… into seeing who we really are … And what choices we make.”58 The remainder of the 

book unfolds these ideas of time, change and identity in both the historical expedition and its 

centenary counterpart.  

 The 1913 narrative focusses on the capable first mate Napps, the large, tough Millet-

Bass and the Antarctic novice and scientist Dinners who, it transpires, is included in the 

expedition only because he is Evelyn’s nephew. A storm leaves then men – especially 

Dinners – in a desperate condition from their moment of arrival, and they spend their time on 

the island trying to survive until the Kismet returns. As the interdependent men struggle to 

cope, alliances are formed and reformed, with Napps first infuriated by then protective of 

Dinners, who is both pathetic and dangerously unhinged. While Napps initially appears gruff 

 
54 The geography of the 1913 expedition is vague. The ship returns to Oamaru, suggesting a location in the Ross 

Sea or East Antarctica. However, the sun goes beyond the horizon in mid-March, which puts the island at or 

near the South Pole, a geographical impossibility. 
55 Hunt, Everland, 21.  
56 For discussion of Everland in relation to Peter Pan, see Hewenn, “The Legacies and Frozen Time of 

Antarctica.” 
57 Hunt, Everland, 7–8. 
58 Hunt, Everland, 10. 
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and unempathetic, in the end he sacrifices his own chances of survival to help Dinners, who 

in a state of semi-madness abandons his companions and shreds his diary, making their 

survival impossible and destroying firsthand evidence of their story. When the Kismet men 

arrive and find only the mute and dying Dinners, a retrospective version of events quickly is 

constructed which casts Napps as a heartless brute who left his companion to die. Lawrence 

uses his official narrative to consolidate this story, intimidating or blackmailing anyone who 

threatens to put forward an alternative account. Dinner’s motto, repeated on his sledging flag 

and repeated on numerous occasions throughout the narrative, is “The times are changing and 

we change with them.”59 While the events on the island in one sense bear this out in the 

men’s changing relationships and qualities, once history takes over this ability to change is 

removed from them: reputation becomes frozen in the Everland of posterity. 

 The 2012 party, who visit Everland to survey its animal populations while 

memorializing the original expedition, experience similar dynamics in which their alliances 

with each other, and parallels with the 1913 men, shift and change. The leader, Antarctic 

veteran Decker, structurally echoes Napps; the robust, uneducated field officer Jess recalls 

Millet-Bass; and the inexperienced and fragile scientist Brix – included only due to personal 

connections  – strongly resembles Dinners. Again, however, events undermine these easy 

equations, as Brix begins to show the positive character traits of Napps, and Decker, with his 

need to be the “big hero” on his last Antarctic trip, betrays and abandons his companion like 

Dinners and then, like Lawrence, reports a fabricated story in order to protect his reputation.60 

Although she is found, like Dinners, in a bad condition beneath the upturned dinghy Joseph 

Evelyn, Brix takes on Napps’ role as both the unrecognized hero and unacknowledged victim 

of the expedition.  

 Everland plays an active role in the events of both expeditions the most literal sense. 

A small island dominated by an active volcano and a glacier, Everland is a place that cannot 

be trusted. For both parties, the island conjures a Gothic sense of foreboding from the outset: 

the modern expeditioners know it as a “creepy place” (10); their forebears argue about its 

unlucky, “supposedly haunted” quality (67). Its rumblings interrupt their excursions, unsettle 

their excursions and damage their supplies; its geothermal heat means their buried food, 

normally preserved by the cold, is spoiled or rather “digested.”61 Both parties experience an 

increasing sense of a menacing, almost satanic, presence, as landscape features come to 

 
59 Repetitions of the phrase occur at Hunt, Everland, 119, 120, 191, 193, 204, 213.  
60 Hunt, Everland, 142. 
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resemble horned animals. For both parties their story ends when a blizzard renders the 

landscape unintelligible. Napps’ insistence that the island “isn’t alive” and does not have 

“macabre charisma” only reinforces the sense of its malicious intent.62 

 As its name suggests, Everland is also place that speaks incessantly of time and of 

history: “The natural metabolism of time was suspended in Antarctica…. In these places the 

past didn’t linger but invaded with a clap of immediacy.”63 The modern expeditioners keep 

finding unsettling remains of their Heroic Era counterparts – old tins, Dinner’s sledging flag, 

and eventually Napps’ preserved body. Each group hears strange shouts, voices and noises 

that suggest they may be haunting each other, slipping inadvertently through time. Their 

experiences, and sometimes their conversations, unfold in uncannily close parallel. And they 

are constantly encountering nonhuman features that reinforce their sense of accumulating 

history. Both teams muse on the slow-growing lichen they discover, against which a human 

life is so short as to be barely measurable.64 A seal tooth becomes through its carbon isotopes 

“a transcript of a conversation between the seal and his environment … a history which lived 

through the death of its speakers. What appeared, ultimately, was the story of Antarctica.”65 

Nonetheless, despite the evidence within material remains of both human and nonhuman 

artefacts, “the past was a different world. It remained unknowable and evasive, even when 

you were holding solid proof of it in your hands.”66 

 Despite its 2014 publication, Antarctic setting and concern with the material 

manifestation of time, there is little direct reference to climate change in Everland. There are 

certainly hints that all is not well with the Antarctic environment, either in 1913 or 2014. The 

heroic-era team argue about the ethics of killing fur seals, given that they had been hunted to 

the brink of extinction. The latter expeditioners are collecting data to enable better wildlife 

protections. The island’s glacier has “receded in modern times,” shrinking back from its 

margins “like a drought-stricken river.”67 But a sense of the encroachment of the outside 

world on Antarctica is most evident in the industrial urban metaphors used to described the 

landscape and its ice. The 1913 men, whose expedition is sponsored by a steel magnate, 

experience a “smog-coloured days.”68 Instead of the stereotypical “remote splendour” that 

newcomer Brix expects, Everland is “a disappointment,” a “rubble moonscape that had all the 
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charm of a builder’s yard,” its volcano a “drab, slagheap-like mount,” its low-clouded sky 

“the colour of diesel fumes.”69 Its glacier seems to have incorporated the qualities of the 

motor vehicles producing the exhaust gases that contribute to its demise: its ice, beginning as 

“an ectoplasmic blue,” arrives at sea level “as stained as an underpass blackened by decades 

of traffic fumes. Chunks of ice at its foot are “as furrowed and dented as crush cars” and are 

piled “in dumper truck quantities.” The gorge it has “bulldozed” is “highway-wide.”70 

Although Hunt avoids the cliched ice-core metaphor, Everland’s embodies the evidence of a 

collective human history of environmental impact that underlines the personal histories being 

formed in its icescape. 

 

Conclusion  

 

The novels discussed and analysed here demonstrate that, in the ongoing effort to produce 

histories of the polar regions, narrative fiction operates as both a partner and a provocateur. 

Historical fiction can flesh out the bare skeletons of documentary records, presenting possible 

versions of events without asking us to settle on any of them. At the same time, the genre act 

as a reminder to the historian that “facts” can never speak for themselves. While any 

historical novel must be engaged to some degree with documentary record to warrant this 

categorisation, it is equally true that any historical account must draw to some extent on 

techniques of fictional story-telling in order to create a legible narrative. While this is true of 

historical fiction dealing with any place or period, it is particularly salient in the case of 

Anglo-European exploration of the polar regions, an endeavour in which records, figures, 

dates, lists, coordinates and logbooks have been so important. Even more strikingly, in these 

imaginative narratives the ice regions of the planet, which (at least to low-latitude eyes) are 

unfamiliar, shape-shifting and visually deceptive, act as unsettling metaphors for the 

inaccessible realms through which historians guide their readers. 
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